1 Abstract-Counter and compressor arrays are frequently employed in multiplier design to efficiently reduce partial products in VLSI design. On the other hand, in reconfigurable systems, fast carry chains boost the performance of carrypropagate adders. So that, in reconfigurable systems, to save logic element area, counter and compressor trees are not employed as much since they require more area than carrypropagate scheme. In this work, carry-propagate multioperand adders are employed in smaller blocks and the outputs are merged using double carry-save encoding to increase performance in reconfigurable systems. Hence, a more compact structure is achieved, compared to full redundant partial product reduction scheme providing comparable speed performance with counter array based carry-save structure. To show the effectiveness of the implementation, fused multiplyaccumulate (MAC) units are designed for various bit-widths. The structure is implemented on Altera TM Stratix III and Cyclone III FPGAs and the results show that, using least depth of pipeline, the throughput is better than regular carrypropagate and fully redundant carry-save reduction schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiplication and multiply-accumulate operations are most frequently used blocks in digital signal processing [1] - [4] . Speed and area optimization of these blocks is crucial in VLSI and reconfigurable system design. Usually, the performance bottleneck in a DSP system is the multiplyaccumulate (MAC) unit performance. For high performance multiplier and MAC unit design, counter and compressor trees are mostly employed in VLSI design. However, it is not always the case in reconfigurable system design. The reason is that, in contemporary reconfigurable systems (such as Altera and Xilinx FPGA families) fast carry chains [5] - [8] are available, which provides high performance in carrypropagate adder schemes. As stated in [8] , contemporary FPGA logic elements are configured in two modes as logic mode and arithmetic mode. When using Altera FPGAs, arithmetic mode is automatically detected whenever the Quartus II design compiler is used for synthesis if adder structure is available in the design. As a result, carry chains are active in arithmetic mode. However, it is always the case Manuscript received 26 September, 2016; accepted 14 January, 2017.
that carry-propagate addition delay is linear with operand bit size. So that, carry-propagate scheme becomes inefficient if the bit size of the operands are very large.
In [8] , various optimization methods are applied to implement various carry-save operators for partial product reduction and multi-operand addition. Although optimization over carry-save adder schemes are implemented, the area requirement is still higher than carry propagate scheme. In [8] and [9] it is reported that (6, 3) counter arrays give best performance result for the reduction of partial products and multi-operand addition input operand reduction, whenever 6-input LUT structures are implemented. In [9] , register-to-register delays for various reduction schemes are analysed, which gives (6, 3) reduction gives best performance result. However, area requirement is always higher than carry propagate schemes.
In this work, multiple multi-operand carry-propagate adder blocks are implemented for the design on multiplyaccumulate (MAC) units. General representation of a MAC unit is depicted in Fig. 1 . MAC unit consists of a multiplier followed by an adder, where in some applications multiply and add operations are merged for high performance which is named as fused multiply-add units. Partial product reduction scheme of a multiplier and a fused multiply-add unit has a diamond shape structure [10] . The centre of the partial product reduction scheme has higher bit density compared to both ends of the partial product reduction scheme. In this work, the partial product scheme is divided into four blocks having approximately equivalent delays. So that carry-propagate adder delay is divided into equivalentdelay sub-blocks. After partitioning, the outputs of the four multi-operand addition blocks are merged into a double carry-save structure. So that, carry-propagation delay is avoided in the merging operation at the end. As a result, a carry-propagate and double carry-save hybrid structure is achieved having low area requirement and fast carry-logic advantage of the carry propagate scheme and carry-free output encoding of double carry-save structure. The multi-operand addition blocks can also be pipelined in the structure to further improve the performance of the multiply accumulate unit. The output encoding of the MAC unit is kept in redundant form at the output. However, it is easily converted to conventional binary form using a standard ternary adder after the MAC operation is completed, which requires an extra clock delay only. The structure is tested for various sizes of MAC units as 1616 bit and 32  32 bit inputs with 40-bit and 72-bit outputs, respectively. Larger output digit extension avoids overflow for recursive MAC operations. The results are compared with full carry-propagate addition based MAC units, hardware multiplier based MAC units, and fully redundant carry-save based MAC units. The proposed scheme provides best throughput performance with average area requirement.
II. HYBRID MAC ARCHITECTURE
As stated before, full carry-save partial product reduction has extensive area requirement. So that, carry-propagate multi-operand adders are employed for the partial product reduction scheme. For the generation of partial products in the multiplication phase, modified Booth encoding scheme is employed. In Fig. 2 , 16  16-bit multiplier input Booth encoding scheme with 40-bit sign extension is depicted. The Booth encoding scheme is explained in [9] , [10] . Here, also sign extension is employed for recursive multiplyaccumulate operations in order to avoid overflow quickly.
Ripple carry adder (RCA) arithmetic provides high performance in most of the FPGA systems due to the fact that fast carry chains in the fabric boosts the performance. However, as the operand bit sizes increase, the structure becomes inefficient, since RCA adder has linear delay with bit size. Table I shows ripple carry adder with fast carry logic, (4, 2) compressor array and (6, 3) counter array delay and area requirements. In [9] , a fully redundant MAC unit with (6, 3) scheme is proposed. In [9] , delay of each reduction operator is given as register-to-register delay. Here, in Table I, revised delay  table is given as combinational delay blocks of each reduction operator. As shown in Table I , (6, 3) counter array provides best partial product reduction performance for the Stratix III FPGAs, which is 6-input LUT based structure. However, whenever area is a consideration, fast carry logic enabled ripple carry adder (RCA) should be selected. It is interesting that, (6, 3) counter array performance is much better than (4, 2) compressor reduction scheme for the 6-input LUT based structures, as Altera's Stratix III is selected.
In this paper, double carry save [11] , [12] output encoding based MAC unit is proposed; by employing carry propagate sub-block implementation. The multiply and accumulate operations are merged under the same reduction scheme, i.e. fused multiply-add operation is performed. Partial product scheme after Booth encoding is shown in Fig. 3 , where partial products are fed into four separate multi-operand adder blocks. The partial products and the accumulate output are fed-back from the output is also shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the operands to be added up, is divided into four approximately equivalent-delay multi-operand addition blocks. The reduction using smaller length multi-operand addition blocks would be faster than a unified adder block.
Detailed multiply-add operation after the Booth encoding for 16  16-bit input and 40-bit output is shown in Fig. 4 . There exist four outputs from the multi-operand addition operations, which reside inside three output components. As redundant carry-save output scheme is composed of two binary outputs, here there exist three. So that, the output encoding scheme is equivalent to double carry-save output encoding [9] . Sign bit of as s7 for the seventh partial product sign bit also resides inside the empty slot at the output block in proper digit level. So that 2 nd multi-operand adder block and 4 th multi-operand adder block are both 5-operand adders in the revised scheme which is shown in Fig. 4 . In the proposed scheme, multi-operand adders can also be pipelined to improve the throughput. The result of the MAC unit is composed of three components which is named as double carry-save encoding scheme, and, it can easily converted to standard binary representation using a ternary adder as shown in Fig. 4 . The output encoding scheme presented here is also named as stored-double-carry system in [11] , and helps to increase performance by less logic depth in the structure. The proposed scheme is a composition of carry-propagate multi-operand adder clusters with redundant output encoding. The redundant output encoding can be converted to standard binary form with a three-operand adder block at the output, which is also shown in Fig. 4 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The performance of the proposed scheme is compared to various implementations with equivalent functionality. These are, soft multiplier based MAC units with and without various pipeline stages, and hard multiplier based MAC units with and without pipeline stages. Also, a recent MAC unit design proposed in [9] is also included in the comparison scheme. 32  32-bit MAC unit is also developed and implemented as well and the results are shown in Fig. 5 . The performance measurements are made on Altera Stratix III and Cyclone III FPGAs. According to the results, proposed scheme with a single level of pipeline is gives the best throughput results. A detailed hardware requirement analysis for 1616-bit MAC unit with 40-bit output extension results are given in Table II . It is shown that the proposed scheme requires less area than fully redundant (6, 3) counter based implementation proposed in [9] . Redundant to binary conversion is given as +1 in clock delay for fair comparison with other implementations. The proposed scheme with a single pipeline stage provides highest throughput with 3 clock delays. The proposed scheme with 1-level pipeline has 28 % more resource requirement compared to soft multiplier with 2-level pipeline scheme. However, the proposed scheme is 57 % faster, as shown in Table II Although area and delay is a trade-off in the compared designs, a high amount of parallelism and pipeline also limits the performance of the system. The proposed system provides a good trade-off point for high performance without excessive register and LUT increase.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, carry-propagate multi-operand adder based sub-blocks with redundant output encoding architecture is developed. The hybrid design employs both carry-propagate adders and redundant output encoding which requires less area than full carry-save architecture [9] , and have highest throughput compared to various MAC unit implementations. The hybrid structure is composed of a modified Booth encoding stage followed by clustered multi-operand adder blocks. The proposed structure provides low logic depth providing fast multiply-add operation. The proposed hybrid structure is advantageous whenever high performance is desired. The hybrid structure is also scalable such that larger size MAC units can be synthesized using similar design strategy, which is an advantage over hard multiplier based MAC units.
